Using functional magnetic resonance imaging during word generation and spatial judgement (Landmark task), we investigated how hemispheric specializations for language and spatial processing interact in healthy individuals. We found individuals with atypical, right-hemispheric dominance for language to have more bilateral activation during spatial judgement than individuals with typical, disjunct hemispheric specialization, that is, left dominance for language and right dominance for spatial tasks.These ¢ndings suggest that hemispheric specializations for language and spatial functions interfere to some extent and favour additional recruitment of the opposite hemispheres for spatial functions. NeuroReport 16:1017^1021
INTRODUCTION
In most humans, the left hemisphere is dominant for language and the right for spatial processing. However, this is not an invariable principle. While damage to the left hemisphere in early childhood can lead to atypical (bilateral or right hemisphere) language dominance [1] , clinical experience and functional imaging indicate that healthy individuals may also have reversed functional lateralization [2, 3] .
Early left-hemisphere lesion leading to atypical language dominance may be accompanied by a greater impairment of nonverbal than verbal skills [4, 5] . Functional crowding has been invoked as an explanation. According to this hypothesis, transferred language processing compromises spatial processing because the right hemisphere has a limited computational capacity [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Functional imaging studies on healthy individuals do not seem to support the crowding hypothesis. Rather, these studies suggest that the same hemisphere can be dominant for both language and spatial attention without compromising intellectual, linguistic or spatial skills [11] . However, unlike patients with left-hemisphere brain damage severe enough to cause hemispheric shift of function, healthy individuals have both hemispheres intact. Here the subdominant hemisphere could compensate for a computational limitation of the hemisphere dominant for both language and spatial attention. If so, in healthy individuals, a more bilateral representation for either language or spatial tasks should be observed.
In a previous study [12] , we identified healthy individuals with an atypical lateralization for language or spatial processing (To tap a typically right-hemispheric brain function, we chose a variant of a line-bisectioning task, the Landmark task. In the following, we will use the term spatial processing to denote broadly the brain functions that are underlying its execution. However, it must be kept in mind that this labelling remains somewhat imprecise, because the Landmark task combines spatial cognition and spatial attention processes. Other authors therefore also use the term spatial attention). This unique sample of volunteers gave us the opportunity to test the hypothesis that in individuals in whom both brain functions are predominantly located in one hemisphere, the general lateralization pattern should be more bilateral than in a control group of individuals, with the typical lateralization pattern of language (left) and spatial processing (right), and in individuals exhibiting atypically lateralized language (right) and spatial processing (left).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study participants: Fifteen healthy volunteers (seven men), aged 24-30 years (mean age: 26 years) were included in the study. All participants had completed the equivalent of a high school degree ('Gymnasium'). None had a serious history of medical, neurological or psychiatric illnesses, brain pathology or abnormal brain morphology on T1-weighted MR images. Handedness was assessed by the Edinburgh handedness inventory [13] . All participants gave their written, informed consent prior to participation, according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The participants' characteristics are presented in Table 1 (left). The participants were selected on the basis of their language dominance from a cohort of 326 healthy volunteers previously assessed for language dominance by functional transcranial Doppler sonography (fTCD) [14] . Originally, we investigated whether fTCD and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) determine hemispheric dominance of brain activation related to visuospatial processing concordantly (as described in [12] ). In this study, we identified two participants who were right-hemisphere dominant for both language and spatial processing (nos. 11 and 12) and three participants who were left-lateralized for spatial processing, and right-hemisphere dominant for language (nos. [13] [14] [15] . This unique cohort made it possible to investigate further the brain organization of participants with an atypical lateralization of brain functions, and in particular, to investigate the interhemispheric distribution of language and spatial processing.
A missing dissociation of lateralization of language and spatial processing is often associated with cognitive deficits. Therefore, participants in whom language and spatial processing were subserved by the same hemisphere were tested for verbal and nonverbal intelligence, attentional deficits, speed of processing and mental flexibility. They all showed normal or above normal scores on standard psychological testing (data not shown). Notably, performance on nonverbal tasks was not below overall performance.
Paradigms: Lateralization for language was assessed by a word-generation task and lateralization for spatial processing by the Landmark task.
Word-generation task: The paradigm consisted of an activation and a control task lasting 20 s each. Tasks were performed in an alternating sequence and were repeated eight times. (1) Activation task: 5 s after a short colour change (duration 0.5 s), participants saw a letter for 2.5 s on a computer screen. They had to silently find as many words as possible starting with the displayed letter. No letter was displayed more than once. After 15 s, another colour change marked the beginning of a new block. (2) Control task: a cross ('#') was presented on the screen instead of a letter. Participants had to silently repeat the meaningless phrase 'baba'.
Landmark task: Five seconds after a short colour change (duration 0.5 s), participants were presented with a horizontal line for 5 s on a computer screen (visual angle 9.31). The horizontal line was either bisected by a vertical line in the exact middle or slightly deviating to the left or the right (activation task), or presented together with a waveformshaped line (control task). Participants silently decided where the horizontal line was bisected (activation task) and where the waveform-shaped line was presented (control task). After this period, participants were instructed to report their decision by pressing corresponding buttons on a response pad with both hands. After 2 s, another colour change marked the beginning of the next epoch. Six activation tasks were followed by six control tasks. This sequence was repeated seven times.
Magnetic resonance imaging data acquisition and analysis: All magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data were acquired on a neurooptimized GE 1.5-T whole-body scanner equipped with a standard circular polarized head coil. Functional images were acquired using a T2*-weighted gradient echo planar imaging sequence (TE¼40 ms, TR¼2 s, flip angle 901, slice thickness 7 mm, 1 mm gap, matrix 64 Â 64, FOV 200 mm, inplane resolution 3.125 Â 3.125 mm 2 ). Sixteen axial slices orientated parallel to the AC-PC line covering the whole brain were taken. Additional highresolution T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired (TE¼8 ms, TR¼24 ms, flip angle 301, matrix 256 Â 256, FOV 250 mm, 124 sagittal slices, slice thickness 1.5 mm). SPM99 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) standard routines and templates were used for analysis of fMRI data. After discarding the first five images (10 s prestimulus interval) of each session, the remaining images were realigned, Because of a fault of the magnetic resonance scanner's database, language lateralization could not be determined for participant 04 by functional magnetic resonance imaging.
normalized (resulting voxel size 2 Â 2 Â 2 mm 3 ) and smoothed (6-mm isotropic Gaussian filter). Subsequently, the data were filtered with the canonical hemodynamic response function as low-pass filter; for word generation, a high-pass filter (cutoff period 82 s) was applied additionally.
After preprocessing, statistical analysis was performed on individual data. The experimental conditions (judgement of prebisected lines/control task and word-generation task/ control task, respectively) were modelled using a boxcar function convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. Specific effects were examined by applying appropriate linear contrasts to the parameter estimates for the experimental conditions, resulting in a t-statistic for every voxel. To reduce noise in the activation maps, only clusters with a size of at least 10 activated voxels were considered for further analysis.
Lateralization of activated brain regions: To quantify the hemispheric distribution of activated brain regions during the word-generation task and the Landmark task, a lateralization index was calculated by the formula,
where A L and A R refer to measures of fMRI-measured activity for equal regions of interest (ROIs) within the left (L) and right (R) hemispheres. A positive value of LI fMRI represents left-hemisphere dominance for spatial processing; a negative value represents right-hemisphere dominance. ROIs were derived from those voxels that were active (at p voxel ¼0.01 and p cluster o0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) in more than 60% of the participants with the typical pattern of lateralization (language left, spatial processing right). Those commonly activated regions were predominantly located in one hemisphere. A corresponding homologous ROI in the other hemisphere was generated by reflection through the midline. Several approaches have been established to describe the brain activity A L/R (for a discussion see [12] ). We chose to calculate A L and A R by the volume of significantly activated brain above the statistical threshold (p voxel ¼0.001) and (p cluster o0.05), corrected for multiple comparisons.
RESULTS
Brain activation pattern during word-generation and Landmark task: During the word-generation task, participants with typical left-hemisphere language dominance activated brain regions in the left dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (including the classical Broca area and premotor areas) and -although less extensive -homologous brain areas in the right hemisphere. Additionally, activation was found bilaterally in the anterior cingulate cortex [Brodmann area (BA) 24/32], the left parietal cortex (BA 40), the left basal ganglia and the right cerebellum. Participants with atypical right-hemisphere dominance for language activated mirror-symmetric brain regions.
During the Landmark task, for participants with typical right-hemisphere dominance for spatial processing, increases in blood oxygen level-dependent activity were found in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 10/46), the lateral orbitofrontal cortex (BA 47), the dorsolateral frontal cortex (BA 6/45) and the lateral parietal cortex (BA 7/40).
These activations were mostly observed in both hemispheres, although the extent of activation was higher in the dominant right hemisphere. Additionally, bilateral activation was observed in the anterior cingulate cortex and the visual cortex. Again, the activation pattern for participants with atypical left-hemispheric dominance for spatial processing was mirror-symmetric.
Interhemispheric distribution of brain activation:
The functionally derived ROIs for the word-generation task and the Landmark task are shown in Fig. 1a . Lateralization indices describing the relative distribution of brain activation within these main activation centres are displayed in Table 1 (right) and Fig. 1b .
Participants with an associated lateralization of language and spatial processing (language and spatial processing right) have a more bilateral brain activation pattern during word generation than participants with a dissociated lateralization pattern. The same applies for the Landmark task, interestingly not only for participants with an associated lateralization pattern but also for atypical participants with a dissociated lateralization pattern (language right, spatial processing left).
This finding is most striking for the parietal ROI: in 9 of 10 participants of the control group, we do not find any significant activation in the corresponding region in the subdominant left hemisphere (LI¼À1). In contrast, participants in whom both language and spatial processing were 1019 lateralized to the right hemisphere (nos. 11 and 12) and two of three participants with an atypical pattern of lateralization for both language and spatial processing (nos. [13] [14] [15] show a fairly bilateral activation pattern. In other words, four of five participants with an atypical lateralization for language and/or spatial processing activate a brain region in the inferior parietal cortex (BA 7/40) of their subdominant hemisphere, while 9 of 10 participants of the control group do not (significant differences between the absolute values of the parietal laterality indices, po0.02, MannWhitney U-test).
DISCUSSION
The major results of the present study are that individuals with atypical language dominance show more bilateral brain activation during the Landmark test than participants with typical, disjunct hemispheric specialization, that is, left dominance for language and right dominance for spatial processing. More specifically, individuals with conjunct language and spatial dominance activate an additional brain region in the inferior parietal cortex of their subdominant hemisphere (BA 7/40). This pattern of activation is distinct from the one in controls, and also differs from previous reports on normal participants examined with a similar paradigm [15] . Fink and colleagues ([15] p. 1329) noted that 'the activation of right superior posterior parietal cortex and right inferior parietal cortex seen during the Landmark task (y) was strikingly specific to the task', and 'no significant activation was observed in the corresponding region of the left hemisphere'. Participants with atypically lateralized brain functions are rare, and therefore the number of volunteers enrolled in the present study was relatively small. However, our results have been stable within our cohort, and therefore our analysis suggests that other participants with atypical language dominance show a similar pattern.
The crowding hypothesis was based on observations in patients with early left-hemispheric brain lesions. Crowding was invoked to explain the behavioural consequences of reorganization of language functions to the right hemisphere, which in the undamaged brain usually processes nonverbal cognitive functions. Often, patients with a reorganization of language to the right hemisphere show selective deficits in visuospatial abilities but normal or only slightly abnormal language skills. The crowding hypothesis postulates that the hemispheres have limited computational capacities and that one hemisphere cannot subserve both language and spatial processing equally well. Therefore, we hypothesized that in healthy participants (inconspicuous family history, medical history, scholastic achievements, normal neuropsychological testing and normal MRI scan of the head) in whom both brain functions are predominantly located in one hemisphere, the lateralization pattern would be less strongly lateralized than in a control group consisting of participants with the typical lateralization pattern of language (left) and spatial processing (right). In the present study, we were able to confirm this hypothesis: participants with an atypical, conjunct hemispheric lateralization of both verbal and nonverbal processes to the right hemisphere showed a more bilateral activation pattern for the spatial processing task. This might explain why these participants do not display any negative behavioural consequences.
Interestingly, we also observed a more bilateral neural representation of spatial processing in participants with an atypical, disjunct lateralization of verbal processes to the right hemisphere and non-verbal processes to the left hemisphere. This finding is also in line with the crowding hypothesis: in these individuals, right-hemispheric language might have interacted with typically right-hemisphere lateralized spatial processing, leading to a pronounced functional 'crowding out' of the latter. In this regard, participants with atypical hemispheric dominance for language, and those with atypical hemispheric dominance for language and spatial processing, constitute a similar phenomenon.
Importance of the crowding hypothesis for theories about cerebral specialization: One of the most influential theories about the origin of human brain lateralization proposes a genetic model to account for cerebral lateralization [16, 17] . The right shift theory (RS theory) of handedness and cerebral dominance [16] suggests that individual differences in cerebral organization arise from natural variation in a single gene with two alleles, a dominant one for right-shift (rs + ) and a recessive one for random lateralization (rsÀ). All types of anomalous cerebral dominance would thus arise as normal variants in the general population. The theory predicts that in (rsÀ/rsÀ) genotypes, all functions lateralize by chance.
However, many complex traits are not determined by genes alone but by an interaction between genetic, hormonal and environmental influences (for an extensive discussion see [18] ). A genetic predisposition for right or left dominance may thus be modified by the factor 'crowding'. Our data strongly suggests that any genetic theory of cerebral lateralization will have to include the interaction of brain functions.
CONCLUSION
In healthy participants, the same hemisphere can be dominant for language and spatial processing without detrimental behavioural consequences. However, additional homologous brain areas of the subdominant hemisphere are consistently activated if the same hemisphere is dominant for both functions. Participants in whom both language and spatial processing are atypically lateralized also show a more bilateral activation pattern for spatial processing than a control group with the typical pattern of hemispheric dominance. Both findings can be explained in the context of the crowding hypothesis: right-hemispheric language interacts with spatial processing, leading to a 'functional crowding out' of the latter to the subdominant hemisphere.
Our data strongly suggests that any theory of cerebral lateralization must not consider hemispheric dominance of only one brain function (such as language) but also their interaction.
